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Abstract: The historically unprecedented national downturn in US
house prices and subsequent uptick in mortgage defaults has been
widely documented as the trigger for the 2007-9 financial crisis. I
use wavelets based time-frequency analysis and state level data
from 1975 to the present, in order to study (i) house price
instability and (ii) the relationship between house price fluctuations
and movements in mortgage defaults. I then deploy graph-theoretic
methods in order to (iii) study national housing and mortgage
market developments in terms of the collective dynamics of
regional markets. A time-frequency analysis of house price series
strongly indicates a national cycle in house prices since around
1995; while many state and metropolitan area level series clearly
exhibit permanent cycles over the entire 40+ year historic sample
period. I find both strong coherence and a clear out of phase
relationship (negative correlation) between prices and defaults. An
analysis of the historical evolution of the phase-relations between
state level cycles shows the rapid onset of synchronisation, thus
emergence of a national price and defaults cycle from the early
1990s since when synchronisation has remained high. Price level
and growth rate heterogeneity belie an extremely high degree of
phase-synchronisation across regions. These results suggests that
an adequate theory of US house price dynamics may need to
account both for repeating cycles consistent with local instability in
sub-national markets; as well as identify the coupling or common
factor or forcing responsible for national synchronisation.
Meanwhile, the significant systematic element to house price
movements and defaults that I quantify, have significant
implications for asset pricing and rating, capital management and
macro-financial stability developments, monitoring and policy.

---------------------This is work in progress. Any comments questions suggestions or criticisms gratefully received
(Contact: bazilsansom@gmail.com). Very glad to pursue a wider conversation but please do get
in touch if you wish to circulate.
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1 Introduction
Interest in house price fluctuations has grown considerably since the global
financial crisis and recession with house price developments now widely
regarded as a key area of concern from the perspective of macro-financial
stability. An increase in subprime mortgage defaults first noted in February 2007,
is widely regarded to have been the trigger for the 2007-8 liquidity crisis
(Brunnermeier 2009; Gorton and Metrick 2012). The process by which these
initial mortgage market losses spread to asset markets that had no connection to
housing resulting in widespread financial distress and failure in 2007 and 2008
(see e.g. Gorton and Metrick (2012) or Brunnermeier (2009) for detailed
accounts) has been the subject of intensive study and led to important academic
and regulatory debate regarding systemic risk and the potential for loss of
confidence in collateral assets to lead to crisis (Gorton and Ordonez 2012). The
purpose of this study is to further our understanding of the housing market and
mortgage default dynamics that appear to have played a central role in triggering
the collateral crisis.
National house price declines starting in 20061 seem to have been key to the
subsequent rise in defaults that was the initial source of financial disruption.
Doms et al. (2007) and Haughwout (2008) for example find house price
movements to have been the single best predictor of mortgage delinquency
levels and changes in delinquencies over this period (see also e.g. (Mayer, Pence,
and Sherlund 2008)). The depth of house price declines also seem to have been
important in explaining the scale of defaults among prime borrowers (E.g.
Adelino et al. (2016) and Albanesi (2017) show defaults during the financial
crisis were concentrated in prime borrowers in areas that saw high house price
appreciation during the boom).
The statistical association between house prices and defaults however was
already well established before the crisis: house price movements effect the
assessment of both the probability of default and of the recovery in foreclosure.
The sensitivity of foreclosures to home equity – even for newer subprime
products2 - could have been identified in publicly available cross-sectional data3,
and this sensitivity was likely understood by many market participants (Foote,
Gerardi, and Willen 2012; Gerardi, Sherlund, and Lehnert 2008).
The (certainly with hindsight) overoptimistic forecasts made by professional
investors and credit-rating agencies about mortgage backed structured finance
products seems to have been based on overoptimistic house price expectations
(Goetzmann and Peng 2012)4 and to have relied in particular on an assumed low
Prices are widely thought to have peaked 2005q4 based on national price index data.
Since these were newer products there was less historic data on their performance.
3 Foote et al. (2012) and others argue that although the era of subprime lending coincides with a period of
overall home price appreciation, it is possible to exploit regional variation in house price movements to
study the sensitivity of foreclosure rates to price declines.
4 Goetzmann and Peng (2012) for example argue/show that conventional econometric analysis of housing
price indexes before 2006 generate forecasts of future long-term price growth and low estimated
probabilities of extreme price decreases that would have supported an optimistic view of future house
prices.
1
2
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cross-regional correlation of house prices providing a perceived diversification
benefit (intuitively, pooling allows for broad diversification of idiosyncratic
default risks) that underpinned the valuations and high credit ratings of senior
tranches (the extreme sensitivity of structured products to error in estimation of
cross-correlation in underlying portfolio is explained in some detail by Coval et
al. (2009). See also BIS Committee on the Global Financial System (2005))5.
Previous regional house price boom-bust episodes were not uncommon and had
been widely documented (Case and Shiller 1993; Riddel 1999; Shiller et al. 1990).
Indeed evidence of sub-national house price cycles goes back at least to Homer
Hoyt’s classic study of Chicago land prices - “100 Years of Land values in Chicago”
(Hoyt 1933) in which Hoyt documented city level real estate cycles within a 1720 year periodicity band between 1830-1933 (see e.g. Glaeser (2013) for a
review of the long history of regional boom-busts in US housing markets).
However these sort of housing market fluctuations were widely regarded as a
regional phenomenon and although some debate did arise over “local” vs.
national housing “bubbles” (Del Negro and Otrok 2005, 2007) analyses from
market participants, regulators and academic economists alike, continued to
emphasise regional heterogeneity right up to and even after house prices peaked
in 2005. Even Robert Shiller, an early proponent of the “housing bubble” view6,
argued nevertheless at the time that:
“…judging from the historical record, a nationwide drop in real
housing prices is unlikely, and the drops in different cities are not
likely to be synchronous: some will probably not occur for a
number of years. Such a lack of synchrony would blunt the impact
on the aggregate economy of the bursting of housing bubbles.”
(Case et al. 2004:342)
Interestingly several recent studies since the housing bust have presented
evidence of increasing co-movement among regional US house prices not only
during and since but also from before the crisis and especially since the late
1990s (Abate and Anselin 2016; Cotter, Gabriel, and Roll 2011; Kallberg, Liu,
and Pasquariello 2014; Landier, Sraer, and Thesmar 2017; Del Negro and Otrok
2007)7 suggesting that early evidence of regional cross-correlation may have
been missed or neglected. The timing of this observed increase in regional
correlation occurs roughly around the same time as econometric studies of
national house price series tend to date the beginning of the 2000s bubble
(Kivedal 2013; Phillips and Yu 2011)8. However similar tests on regional data
5 The decisive role of correlations in estimating the credit risk of a collateral pool and the distribution of risk
across tranches is also discussed for example in (BIS Committee on the Global Financial System 2005).
6 Many others - e.g. Himmelberg et al. (2005), McCarthy and Peach (2004), and Krainer and Wei (2004) argued that the US housing market was not inflated by a bubble.
7 Increased co-movement of international housing markets has also been increasingly noted (Bandt,
Barhoumi, and Bruneau 2010). On the relationship between regional house price movements, ‘ripple effects’
- by which disturbances in one regional market may spill over to others - have been widely studied (Soares
and Aguiar-Conraria 2011) and equivalently the international transmission of housing market disturbances
(Selesnick, Baraniuk, and Kinsbury 2005).
8 E.g. Phillips and Yu (2011) through the use of a forward recursive unit root test ; and Kivedal (2013) using
the co-explosive vector-autoregressive (VAR) methodology (Engsted and Nielsen 2012) both find US
national house prices to have been in a regime characterized by explosive behaviour.
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confirm that periodic regional “explosive” or “bubble” episodes had been
widespread prior to this national bubble period (Hu and Oxley 2018)9.
This evidence of earlier regional house price boom-bust episodes on the one
hand, alongside evidence of increased subnational house price correlation on the
other, seems to raise interesting and interrelated questions regarding (i) the
character of local housing market instability, and (ii) the relationship between
regional and national instability: Evidence of repeated boom-bust episodes in
many regional markets seems to raise the question whether these episodes can
be reasonably understood as independent events, or might be better
characterised as on-going cycles; meanwhile this long history of subnational
instability on the one hand, combined with evidence of increased regional
correlation over the national boom-bust era, raises the question to what extent
the national boom-bust episode represented a fundamental change in local
house price dynamics vs. increased integration across subnational markets.
Meen (1996) argued that housing markets may be better characterised as a
series of interconnected sub-national markets, than studied at a national level. A
history of apparently local cycles, suggests some unsurprising autonomy in the
price dynamics of regional markets – this is unsurprising in light of the very
strong non-traded component to housing in the form of land and labour, with
only a small traded component in the form of, e.g. construction materials
(Hiebert and Roma 2010). Evidence of increased regional house price crosscorrelation and most conspicuously the national boom-bust episode, thus beg
the question what common driver or increased interconnection between these
markets explains increased co-movement and the national instability of the
2000s.
In this paper I use state level house price and mortgage defaults data in order to
study both the regional and the collective (i.e. national) dynamics of house prices
and mortgage defaults. In particular I set out to answer the following questions:
•

•

•

How can we characterise house price dynamics at a regional level? Is there
evidence of regional shocks, bubble periods or endogenous cycles? If yes
then over what historical periods, operating at what frequencies, and in
what geographies? How widespread were local bubbles/cycles both before
and during the national bubble period?
Having characterised house price dynamics at a sub-national level, what is
the relationship between regional housing markets - How
national/synchronised have regional house prices been historically and
(how) has this changed over time?
Does geographical contiguity/distance matter for house price instability?

9 Hu and Oxley (2018) are surprisingly one of the few existing studies to make a formal comparison
between the regional housing boom-busts of the 1980s - as studied in e.g. (Case and Shiller 1993; Shiller et
al. 1990)) - with regional bubbles during the 2000s (as has been widely documented there was significant
regional heterogeneity in the magnitude and timing of regional house price movements over the national
bubble period. See e.g. Sinai (2012)). Hu and Oxley (2018) apply the univariate right-tailed unit root test
procedure of Phillips et al. (2015a, 2015b) to state level data. This test was explicitly designed to capture
forming and bursting bubbles and to “date-stamp” the beginning and end of the bubble to state level time
series data for all US states and the District of Columbia.
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To answer these questions I employ continuous wavelet transform based timefrequency domain analysis and graph-theoretic methods. Wavelets power
spectra allow me to study the spectral structure of house prices over time thus to
identify, distinguish between and date permanent cycles and (time-localised)
bubble episodes or cyclical episodes in specific geographical markets; crosswavelets analysis deployed via graph theoretic methods allows me to quantify
co-cyclicality, phase-synchrony, and the mean-phase associated with identified
cycle frequencies, across all subnational markets, and spatial structure in the
relationships between them. In this way I am able to study the national level in
terms of the ‘population’ or collective dynamics of a network of sub-national
markets. Importantly, these empirical strategies allow for and can capture both
(abrupt and gradual) structural changes in the time series and relationships
under analysis, and are robust to dynamics of their moments (i.e.
nonstationarity) and nonlinearity.
These analyses lead to a number of fresh insights into, and clarifications and
reinterpretations of house price dynamics and of the national boom and bust in
house prices associated with the financial crisis of 2007-8. In particular (i) I find
evidence of repeating cycles of heterogeneous amplitude but similar and stable
frequency in a large number of state and MSA level markets; (ii) I find strong
coherence and a strongly anti-phase relationship (negative correlation) between
house prices and defaults over identified cycle frequencies; (iii) prices lead
defaults both in terms of mean-phase across state level cycles and in most states,
however there is clear evidence that defaults led prices in a significant and
steadily increasing proportion of states especially after 2000; (iv) I show the
onset of phase-synchronisation across state level cycles in the early 1990s
resulting in a national price and defaults cycle, with synchronisation reaching
high levels by 2000 since when it has continued to rise and remains very high;
and (v) I show that geographically adjacent states are much more simultaneous,
and find strong evidence of a wave like spatial pattern suggesting spatial
diffusion or coupling.
These results will be of interest for a range of literatures and debates but may be
particularly relevant for (1) the extensive empirical and theoretical literature on
house price instability; (2) both a growing literature on regional correlation in
US house prices and an existing literature concerned with the geography of
house price fluctuations and ‘ripple effects’; (3) the extensive and growing
literatures on house prices and financial stability. Taken together these have
clear relevance and importance for asset pricing and rating, capital management,
and macro-financial stability monitoring and policy.
The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 I first introduce in some detail
the methodologies employed: Section 2.1 introduces for unfamiliar readers
wavelets methods and the wavelets statistics I employ including the wavelet
power spectrum (section 2.1.2), instantaneous phase and phase-difference
(section 2.1.4), and wavelet coherence (section 2.1.5). Section 2.2 then introduces
the graph-theoretic methods I employ to characterise and quantify the
relationships between sub-national markets and test for spatial dependence,
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including the phase-based ‘order parameters’ I calculate using instantaneous
phase information (section 2.2.2). In section 3 I briefly review key relevant
literatures and discuss my contribution and relevance to these. In section 4 I
introduce my data sources. Section 5 presents my analysis and results: section
5.1 presents my spectral analysis of national, state and MSA level house price
data and summary of the geographical and historic prevalence of instability;
section 5.2 my analysis of the phase relations between state level markets
including the overall and geographical structure of phase-coherence. Section 5.3
presents analysis of the relationship between house prices and defaults. Section
6 concludes.

2 Methods
2.1 Wavelets methods
The frequency domain representation of a time-series allows observation of
several characteristics that may be difficult to see, or not visible at all in the time
domain and is useful and natural in particular when testing the existence of or
studying cyclic behaviour. Spectral methods widely employed in business cycle
analysis, and likewise housing cycle studies, include the analysis of turning
points (e.g. (Claessens, Kose, and Terrones 2012)), frequency-based filter
methods (e.g. (Drehmann, Borio, and Tsatsaronis 2012)), and also traditional
Fourier analysis (e.g. (Strohsal, Proaño, and Wolters 2015)). I deploy wavelets
methods, which I will here introduce, which offer a number of advantages in
addressing the questions I have set out to study: in particular wavelet analysis
performs the estimation of the spectral characteristics of a time-series and/or
relations between time series as a function of time, and the well resolved timefrequency information they yield will be essential in order to study in a spectrally
specific way how price dynamics and the relations between and overall
coherence of sub-national markets may have changed over time.
2.1.1 The continuous wavelet transform
The continuous wavelet transform, decomposes a time series into “stretched”
and “translated” versions of an analysing function – “mother wavelet” ! - that is
well-localized in both time and in frequency domains, in order to obtain an
expanded time-frequency space representation of the original signal.
Given a time series !(!), its continuous wavelet transform (CWT), with respect to
the analysing wavelet !, is a function of two variables !!;! (!, !) defined as
!!;! !, ! =

!
!

!
!
!!

! !

!!!
!

!"

(1)

where the over-bar denotes complex conjugation; ! is a scaling factor that
controls the width of the mother wavelet; and ! is a “translation” parameter
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controlling its temporal location. ‘Scaling’ a wavelet means to stretch or
compress it, and ‘translating’ means to shift its position in time.
When the wavelet ! is complex-valued (see also 2.1.3 below), the corresponding
wavelet transform !!;! !, ! is also a complex-valued function of scale and
position and may be separated into its real part ℜ{!!;! !, ! } and imaginary part,
ℑ{!!;! !, ! }. That is, into its amplitude !!;! (!, !) , and its phase (or phaseangle)
!! (!, !): !!;! (!, !) = !!;! (!, !) ! !!!! (!,!) .
It thus yields time-frequency localised information about both the amplitude and
phase of a time series.
2.1.2 Wavelet power spectrum
The local wavelet power spectrum (WPS) is computed by
(!"#)! !, ! = !!;! (!, !)

!

(2)

This gives us a measure of the variance distribution of the time-series in the
time-scale/frequency plane.
The global wavelet power spectrum is defined as the average energy (average
variance) contained in all wavelet coefficients of the same scale, !, over all time
(thus may be compared to the Fourier spectrum of a signal).
(!"#$)! ! =

!
!!

!

!!;! (!, !) !"

(3)

2.1.3 Choice of wavelet function
There are several wavelet functions available with differing characteristics and
the appropriate choice of analysing function depends on the application. For this
application I employ the widely used Morlet wavelet10. My interest not only in
the frequency and historic timing of important shocks or cyclical episodes in
house price dynamics, but also to analyse the temporal relationship between
house price fluctuations in different regions, requires the application of a
complex-valued wavelet - in order to obtain an estimate of local11 instantaneous
phase as well as amplitude (see 2.1.1 above)12. Among complex-valued wavelets,
10 First introduced by Goupillaud, Grossman, and Morlet (1984) this wavelet is a complex exponential

modulated by a Gaussian and its simplified version can be represented as: ! ! = ! !!/! ! !!!! ! ! !!
11 In the vicinity of each time/scale location (!, !).

! /!

.

12 Phase is undefined for real-valued wavelets. The useful features of analytic wavelets are sited by (Olhede

and Walden 2002) and covered in depth by (Lilly and Olhede 2009), (2008:2868) and (Hudgins, Friehe, and
Mayer 1993).
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the Morlet provides optimal joint time–frequency resolution13; and under certain
parameterisation 14 allows easy interpretation of scales ! in terms of Fourier
frequencies 15 ! (thus also periodicity, which may be far more intuitive in
economic applications) simplify interpretation of results (see 8.1 for a more
detailed explanation of this relation).
2.1.4 Wavelets instantaneous phase and phase-difference
Two cycles whilst sharing exactly the same frequency, need not exactly overlap
and may be shifted along the time axis. This shift in the time axis can be
quantified by the phase-difference between the two cycles (this is illustrated by
Figure 1).

Figure 1: This figure illustrates the concept of phase-difference between two cycles
sharing the same frequency.

As already noted (see 2.1.1 and 2.1.3 above) when the wavelet ! is complexvalued, the corresponding wavelet transform !!;! (!, !) (Eq.1) is also complexvalued and may be separated into its real part ℜ{!!;! !, ! } and imaginary part,
ℑ{!!;! !, ! } allowing estimation of the local instantaneous phase. The phaseangle !! (!, !) of the complex number !!;! (!, !) can be obtained from
!! (!, !) = !"#!!

ℑ{!!;! !,! }
ℜ{!!;! !,! }

(4)

where !"#!! denotes the extension of the usual principal component of the
arctan function to four quadrants.
Since we are able to obtain an estimate of local instantaneous phase, it is also
possible to obtain an estimate of the local instantaneous phase-difference
!!,! !, ! between time series.
The cross-wavelet transform16 of two time series, !(!) and !(!) is defined as
In the sense that the Heisenberg uncertainty attains the minimum possible value.
If the dimensionless frequency !! is set to 6.
15 See (Torrence and Compo 1998).
16 First introduced by (Cazelles et al. 2007).
13
14
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!!,!;! !, ! = !!;! (!, !)!!;! (!, !)

(5)

Where !!; ! (!, !) and !!;! (!, !) are the wavelet transforms of !(!) and !(!)
respectively.
When
!=! ,
we
obtain
the
wavelet
power
spectrum
!
!!!;! !, ! = !!;! !, ! = (!"#)! (see Eq. 2). The cross-wavelet power
(XWP) is defined by
(!"#$)!" (!, !) = !!";! (!, !)

(6)

While we can interpret the wavelet power spectrum as depicting the local
variance, the cross-wavelet power of two time series depicts their local covariance
at each time and frequency. The cross-wavelet power thus gives a quantified
indication of the similarity of power between two time series.
The complex wavelet coherency, !!,! , is defined by
!!,!;! =

!(!!";! !,! )
[! !!;! (!,!)

!

(7)

!

!( !!;! (!,!) )]!/!

where ! denotes a smoothing operator in both time and scale17. This can be
written in polar form, as !!,!;! = !!,!;! ! !!!,! and the phase-difference !!,! !, !
(the phase lead of ! over !) is then obtained as the angle !!,! of the complex
coherency or
!!,! !, ! = !"#!!
•
•

ℑ(!(!!,!;! !,! )
ℜ(!(!!,!;! !,! )

(8)

A phase-difference of zero indicates that the time series !(!) and !(!)
move together at the specified time-frequency;
!
If !!,! !, ! ∈ (0, ! ), then the series move in phase, but the time series !
!

•

leads !; if !!,! !, ! ∈ (− ! , 0), then it is ! that is leading !;
A phase-difference of ! (or −! ) indicates an anti-phase relation; if
!
!!,! !, ! ∈ ( ! , !), then ! is leading; time series x is leading if !!,! !, ! ∈
!

(− ! , −!).

This is illustrated in Figure 2.
17 As in the Fourier case, smoothing is necessary, otherwise coherency would be identically one. In Fourier

analysis this problem is overcome by smoothing the cross-spectrum before normalization. For wavelet
analysis smoothing can be achieved by a convolution in time and scale ((Grinsted, Moore, and Jevrejeva
2004)). Time and scale smoothing can be achieved by convolution with appropriate windows (time
convolution is done with a Gaussian window and the scale convolution is performed by a rectangular
window); see (Schroder et al. 2017) or (Caplan et al. 2001; van Vugt, Sederberg, and Kahana 2007; Whitten
et al. 2011) for details.
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!!,!(!, !)

!/2

!
-!

Out-of-phase In-phase
y leading x leading
Out-of-phase
x leading

In-phase
y leading

0

-!/2
Figure 2: This figure illustrates the phase-difference circle !!,! !, ! and its
interpretation.

The instantaneous phase-difference !!,! !, ! can be easily converted into an
instantaneous time-difference by the relationship
∆!!,! !, ! =

!!,! !,!

(9)

!(!)

where !(!) is the angular frequency corresponding to the scale !.

2.1.5 Wavelet coherence
The absolute value of the complex wavelet coherency denoted !!" (!, !) is called
wavelet coherency and gives a measure of the local correlation between signals !
and ! in the time-frequency plane
!!";! (!, !) =

!(!!";! (!,!))
[! !!;! (!,!)

!

!

!( !!;! (!,!) )]!/!

(10)

with 0 ≤ !!";! !, ! ≤ 1. At points (!, !) for which the denominator is zero, we
define !!";! !, ! = 0.

2.2 Quantifying collective dynamics
2.2.1 The mathematical abstraction of a complex network
The mathematical abstraction of a complex network is a graph ! comprising a
set of ! nodes (or vertices) connected by a set of ! links (or edges), with !! the
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degree (number of links) of node !. This graph is represented by the adjacency
matrix ! = {!!" }, with entries !!" = 1 if a link from ! to ! exists, and 0 otherwise.
Or in the more general case of a weighted network, the graph is further
characterized by a matrix !, with entries !!" representing the strength (or
weight) of the link from ! to !. For an undirected graph the adjacency matrix is
symmetric !!" = !!" .
2.2.2 Global order parameters
An intuitive and useful approach to determining the level of synchrony in a
network is the so-called ‘Kuramoto synchronization index’ or Kuramoto order
parameters (Kuramoto 1984). Given a collection of ! phase oscillators with
phases (!!! , ! = 1, … , !) the positions of the oscillators on the unit circle are
represented by the complex exponentials ! !!!! . The complex order parameter !
is obtained simply as the average of these positions
!

!(!) = !

!!!! (!)
!
!!! !

(11)

and may also be written as
! ! = ! ! ! !"

!

!

=!

!!!! (!)
!
!!! !

(12)

where the modulus ! = ! , 0 ≤ ! ≤ 1 measures the phase coherence of the
population (achieving its maximum ! = 1 when all phases are identical and its
minimum ! = 0 when phases are balanced around the circle18 ), and ! is the
average phase (i.e. the vector ! points in the average direction of all the ! !!!!
vectors). The statistics ! and ! thus provide a quantification of the collective
dynamics and current state of the whole population.
While Eq. 12 gives a good summary of the case of an ! all-to-all coupled network
of oscillators, it may be less appropriate when studying more general interaction
networks since one would compare the phases of two cyclical time series in the
network interacting only indirectly via (a potentially long chain of) intermediate
nodes. For this reason several adaptations have been introduced to study
synchronization on a network (see e.g. (Arenas and Albert 2008; Restrepo, Ott,
and Hunt 2006; Schroder, Timme, and Witthaut 2017)). Following Schroder et al
(2017) I define an alternative order parameter by
!!"# (!) =

!
! !
!!! !

!(!!! ! !!!! ! )
!
)
!!! !!,! ℜ(!

(13)

where !! is the degree of each node and !!,! the adjacency matrix defining the
specific topology of the network. The main difference with respect to Eq. 12 is
18 Such as evenly spread or in clusters that balance each other out. For a detailed discussion of the

structure/local order that may be missed by Kuramoto order parameter see e.g. (Frank and Richardson
2010; Richardson et al. 2012).
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that ! measures the degree of synchronization among all nodes with respect to
the average phase ! , while !!"# considers only phase differences between
neighbouring nodes (respecting the topology of the interaction network)19. This
allows me to test spatial adjacency as a potentially relevant interaction topology,
and is able to track transitions to partially and fully phase-locked states as well
as convergence to complete synchrony.

3 Contributions and relevant literatures
My analysis and results will be of interest for a range of literatures and debates
but may be particularly relevant for (1) the extensive empirical and theoretical
literature on house price instability; (2) both a growing literature on regional
correlation in US house prices and an existing literature concerned with the
geography of house price fluctuations; (3) the extensive and growing literatures
on house prices and financial stability.

3.1 House price instability literatures
The main question, or debate, regarding house price instability has been whether
house prices are locally stable but subject to shocks; or can destabilise
(uncoupling from fundamentals) over extended periods and exhibit bubble
episodes (Abraham and Hendershoti 1994; Clark and Coggin 2011; Mikhed and
Zem 2009; Shiller et al. 1990) and empirical analysis thus tends to focus on
particular boom-bust episodes. However my time-frequency analysis of the
increasingly long historical price series now available suggests that an adequate
theory of US house price instability should account both for permanent cycles
(consistent with endogenous instability) in sub-national markets; and identify
the coupling or common forcing by which these regional markets have
synchronised.
The theoretical possibility of endogenous housing market cycles seems to have
become increasingly considered in recent years ((Baptista et al. 2016; Defusco,
Nathanson, and Zwick 2017; Dieci and Westerhoff 2016; He, Wright, and Zhu
2015; Ryoo 2015; Sommervoll, Borgersen, and Wennemo 2010; Uluc and Bank of
England 2015)20 are some examples) however I am unaware of any serious
empirical work testing for permanent house price cycles and good methods for
studying this problem may not be readily available. Indeed econometric tests for
instability widely employed in the literature may not only miss-characterise but
may actually fail to identify non-stationarity associated with limit-cycle
processes: Evans (1991) shows that “periodically bursting” bubbles - an idea that
moves very close to the idea of a limit cycle21 - may appear stationary when unitroot tests are applied (as is common in “bubble” literatures); and in a more
Thus reduces to Eq.12 for a completely connected network.
Wheaton (1999) is an unusual early example of consideration and modeling of endogenous cycles as a
relevant possibility and characterizing some markets.
21 An unstable but contained/non-explosive thus cyclical process.
19
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recent paper Beaudry, Galizia and Portier (2016) similarly show that standard
unit root-tests systematically fail to identify local instability in data generated by
a limit-cycle process.
This problem is partly addressed by the recursive unit-root tests designed to
cope with “multiple bubbles” in the same sample data (introduced in (Phillips,
Shi, and Yu 2015a, 2015b; Phillips, Wu, and Yu 2006)) that have become recently
widely applied. These tests also have the further advantage that they are able to
date “forming” and “bursting” bubbles. Nevertheless these tests may be unable to
distinguish multiple bubbles from endogenous cycles22; and the temporal and
frequency information yielded is extremely crude compared to the wavelet
based local frequency and frequency specific instantaneous phase analysis I
conduct.
The evidence I provide of repeating cycles in many regional markets seems to
suggest some need for caution in interpretation of conventional econometric
analysis, and provides some motivation, and stylised facts as a benchmark for the
developing theoretical literature on endogenous housing cycles (note that the
growing number of models of endogenous house price cycles hypothesise a
variety of different processes by which these cycles may arise). It also suggests
that closer study of sub-national market data may be more fruitful than national
data for informing and testing competing theories of house price dynamics.

3.2 Regional house price correlation and ‘ripple effect’ literatures
A number of papers have already documented evidence of an increase in house
price co-movement across the United States (Abate and Anselin 2016; Cotter et
al. 2011; Kallberg et al. 2014; Landier et al. 2017; Del Negro and Otrok 2007)23.
Many studies have also found evidence that geography, and spatial-distance
matters for house prices (Baltagi and Li 2014; Clapp, Dolde, and Tirtiroglu 1995;
Holly, Pesaran, and Yamagata 2010; Pollakowski and Ray 1997)24. It is important

22 Indeed casual visual inspection of the results presented by Hu and Oxley (2018) who apply these tests to
US state level house price-income data, suggest that the recursive test may be picking up in some cases,
particular phases in what look like regular cycles with remarkably stable frequency and amplitude (see
Appendix or refer to Hu and Oxley (2018)).
23 Del Negro and Otrok (2007) estimate a dynamic factor model for state-level data 1986-2005 in order to
disentangle the relative importance of the “common component” in house price movements from “local
shocks” and report increased importance of the common component in the 2001-2005 period; Studying
MSA data between 1983 and 2010, Cotter, Gabriel and Roll (2011) evaluate the average level of regional
housing market integration over time by the R-squares from a multi-factor model fitted for a moving
window and find an upward trend over the 2000s in the proportion of variance in house prices explained by
“national factors”; using Case-Shiller data for ten major MSAs between 1992 and 2008, Kallberg, Liu and
Pasquariello (2014) show an increase in house price correlation over this period; Abate and Anselin (2016)
find that the spatial correlation between house prices increased between 1987 and 2014 for 373 MSAs;
Landier, Sraer and Thesmar (2017) report that correlation in house price growth across US states increased
steadily between 1976 and 2000.
24 Clapp and Tirtiroglu (1995) find a strong positive association between the change in an index of prices for
constant quality housing in a given town and lagged prices in neighbouring as opposed to non-neighbouring
towns; Pollakowski and Ray (1997) find a relationship between spatial prices; Holly et al. (2010) in a study
of annual states level house price data from 1975 to 2003 find within region house price correlations tend
to be larger than between region correlations suggesting a possible spatial pattern, and report significant
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to question whether this interesting result is driven by long-run trend, cycles, or
very short-run fluctuations. However the time domain methods on which these
studies rely are unfortunately uninformative with regard to the dynamic
character of common price dynamics.
The wavelet coherency analysis I employ may be seen as a localized correlation
coefficient in the time–frequency space allowing me to study what frequencies
are driving correlation, and how this has evolved over time; and the phasedifference analysis I make provides frequency and time specific information on
the delay between the oscillations of two time-series that is independent of
amplitude correlation and robust to phase-drift (What is the time shift between
two cycles and how has this varied or changed over time?). With these methods I
am able to extend and clarify the existing evidence on regional co-movement in
US house prices, by showing consistently high levels of coherence between low
frequency cycles in different regions across the sample period (i.e. they share
similar cycles), but a dramatic shift from low to high phase-coherence (phase
synchronisation) between state level cycles starting in the early 90s as likely key
driver of increased correlation noted in the literature.
The co-movement of regional house prices has also been widely studied by a
large literature on so called ‘ripple effects’ (Meen 1999) by which disturbances in
house prices in a given location may spill over to other locations, leading to a
global (yet potentially diminishing) effect on house prices in all other regions.
The empirical methodologies employed by these studies rely mainly on
cointegration tests: The stationarity of regional house price differentials is used
as an indicator of long-run regional house price convergence based on a
tendency for house prices to not necessarily be equal, but instead move together
over time or exhibit mean-reverting “spreads” (Meen 1999). While this literature
has largely focussed on the UK (see for examples (Cook and Thomas 2003; Drake
1995; Meen 1999; Tsai 2014)), a number of studies also analyse US markets
(Clark and Coggin 2009; Gil-Alana, Barros, and Peypoch 2014; Gupta and Miller
2012; Holly et al. 2010; Holmes, Otero, and Panagiotidis 2011; Pollakowski and
Ray 1997; Zohrabyan, Leatham, and Bessler 2008) reporting mixed but limited
evidence of convergence in the US case25.
The time-frequency specific phase analysis I employ in order to study the spatial
structure of house price instability is less restrictive than the cointegration and
error correction framework generally relied upon in the ripple-effect literature,
provides a direct examination of the potential for house price fluctuations in one
region to spill over to adjacent regions (rather than the overall convergence of
levels which has become a feature of the empirical literature), provides a richer
time-scale decomposition than the “short” and “long” run, detailed information
on how relationships develop over time, and provides a richer unfolding of the
geography of house price fluctuations. I am able to show that besides overall
evidence of spatial dependence associated with contiguity; Baltagi and Li (2014) confirm these results and
report that the degree of spatial correlation at the MSA level is stronger than that found at the state level.
25 Pollakowski and Ray (1997), Zohrabyan et al. (2008), Clark and Coggin (2009), Holly et al. (2010), Gupta
and Miller (2012), and Barros et al. (2014) question the presence of overall convergence in regional housing
prices whereas Holmes et al. (2011) incorporates distance between states to show the existence of long-run
convergence among U.S. states.
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phase-synchronisation, the phase of identified state level house price cycles also
indicates a clear and stable spatial pattern not previously identified in the
literature that begs explanation. This pattern is consistent with some form of
spatial dependence and could indicate either spatial diffusion of house price
shocks, or – given the stable spatial pattern but increasing phasesynchronisation among cycles over time - may indicate locally/spatially coupled
house price cycles (pattern formation including the emergence of spatial waves
in networks of coupled oscillators (Cross and Hohenberg 1993; Kuramoto 1984;
Lauter et al. 2016; Winfree 1980) has been widely studied and found to be
relevant for a divers range of real world systems).

3.3 House prices and financial instability
One theoretical argument on the relationship between house prices and bank
stability in the literature emphasises the importance of housing as collateral
arguing that rising house prices promote bank stability by supporting the value
of bank assets and household collateral (Daglish 2009; Niinimaki 2009), thus
suggesting a negative relationship between house price movements and defaults.
However this positive feedback loop and the resulting counter-cyclicality of
defaults may nevertheless become a source of instability (broadly consistent
with the financial accelerator, e.g. Bernanke and Gertler, (1989); Kiyotaki and
Moore, (1997); Bernanke et al., (1999))26. Given falling house prices the virtuous
circle works in reverse: NPLs may rise as falling property prices affect borrower
solvency 27 and increased defaults may reduce both banks willingness and
capacity to lend (von Peter 2009) while increased foreclosures may put further
downward pressure on prices (see e.g. evidence presented in Mian et al. (2015)).
Another line of argument made is that pro-cyclicality in bank lending (procyclicality and trend-chasing behaviour in bank lending may occur in both
lending levels (see e.g. (Berger and Udell 2004; Borio, Furfine, and Lowe 2001))
concentration (e.g. Mei and Saunders (1997); and standards (e.g. Demyanyk et al.
(2018)), may amplify the magnitude and speed of house price fluctuations and
stimulate pro-cyclical default rates if larger build-ups in exposure and
deterioration in lending standards during a boom period lead to a destabilising
rise in defaults or anyway increased fragility and more severe losses when house
prices drop (consistent with, e.g., (Borio et al. 2001; Borio and Lowe 2002;
Demyanyk and Hemert 2018; Mian and Sufi 2009)28). This implies a positive
relationship between house price deviations from fundamental values or trend,
and defaults (Gerlach and Peng 2005).
These two theories are by no means mutually exclusive, and the second line of
argument in particular is broadly consistent with and almost certainly owes
Although these sort of ideas have a long history going back at least to Fisher (1933).
Note that while there are many motivations for default such as job loss, housing price declines are very
important because borrowers who otherwise might have sold the property or refinance when they hit a
financial problem no longer have these options.
28 E.g. (Mian and Sufi 2009) in a study of the relationship between mortgage credit expansion and default
rates using ZIP code level data, report that sub-prime ZIP codes experienced higher price and mortgage
credit growth from 2002 to 2005 and higher default rates and price falls from 2006.
26
27
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something to financial instability theories (Kindleberger and Aliber 1978;
Minsky 1982, 1992).
A large empirical literature studies the role of house prices in destabilising the
banking system as a whole based on national level house price data and e.g.
binary variables for the onset of crisis (see, e.g., (Barrell et al. 2010; Reinhart and
Rogoff 2008)). One of the aims of my study is to make a contribution by
providing a more detailed unfolding of the relationship between house price
developments and mortgage defaults as a key indicator of bank stability, and a
key relationship at the centre of the house-price/financial-stability nexus.
Meanwhile many studies exploit regional heterogeneity in order to study the
causes of house price developments and defaults - for example cross-sectional
studies have found that the house price boom and bust was more severe in areas
that experienced laxer underwriting standards, had a larger share of subprime
borrowers, had a larger share of second liens, and experienced a bigger
household leverage cycle (e.g. (Mian and Sufi 2009, 2010, 2011)). These types of
studies, whilst providing rich insights, tend to focus on exploiting regional
variation in amplitude and do not capture regional or collective dynamics, or
spatial structure.
I confirm a strong association between prices and defaults. My finding of strong
anti-phase relationship between price and default cycles is consistent with the
accelerator type dynamic hypothesis. While overall price cycles tend to lead
default cycles, evidence of defaults leading prices in a material and increasing
number of states from 2000 up to the crisis, and since may provide some support
for the hypothesis that a pro-cyclical rise in defaults could play a role in the cycle.
Meanwhile a key finding is the role that phase synchronisation of state level
cycles played in the national uptick in mortgage defaults that triggered the
Global Financial Crisis.

4 Data
In this study I focus on residential property prices. For my analysis I principally
rely on the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) quarterly All-Transactions
Index29 data for the US, and for US sates from 1975q1 (when the index begins) to
2017q3 (the latest available quarter). I also look at FHFA quarterly data for 20
major U.S. metropolitan areas (see appendix section 00 for a list of the MSAs
studied)30. The length of these metropolitan level time series varies a little but all
29 Estimated using sales prices and appraisal data, and are then adjusted for appraisal bias. The FHFA
house price indexes include only homes with mortgages that conform to Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae
guidelines. Jumbo loans over $417,000 are not included. These indexes are equally weighted regardless of
the value of the house.
30 The FHFA reports 344 MSAs; however many areas in the dataset have only relatively short time series

and/or missing values. I therefore provisionally identify time series for the same 20 major metropolitan
areas covered by the Case-Shiller 20 city index (FHFA indexes provide longer historic record than do the
Case-Shiller series). However it may be possible to obtain and study a larger set of MSA level price series
given a sensible selection criteria. The FHFA uses the revised MSAs and Divisions as defined by the OMB in
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cover approximately the same historical period as national and state level data
from the mid 1970s to the third quarter 2017. A comparison of these three
different levels of spatial aggregation allow me to address the question of what
constitutes a meaningful geographical scale at which to talk about a ‘housing
market’. None of the series studied were seasonally adjusted, however
seasonality should not be expected to have any effect on the spectral analysis I
conduct. I also study a longer historical national price index series constructed
by Robert Shiller (Shiller 2000, 2017) 31 . I also obtain state level data on
foreclosures started on all residential mortgage loans.

5 Analysis and results
5.1 Wavelet power spectrum analysis
5.1.1 National house price data
The wavelet power spectrum obtained for the FHFA US national house price index
(Figure 3b) shows evidence of cyclicality with a 9 and a 14-year periodicity and
increasing amplitude. A spectral “ridge” describes a spectral peak that is stable
over time, allowing us to identify the frequency of important fluctuations or where this ridge is long relative to the cycle period - the existence of permanent
cycles or cyclical episodes. The white lines mark the maxima of the undulations
of the wavelet power spectrum at each time step thus provide an estimate of
cycle periodicity.

the latest year. These MSAs and Divisions are based on census data and in contrast to states or census
regions, are defined on the basis of social and economic integration as measured through commuting.
31 This data may be found here: http://www.econ.yale.edu/~shiller/data.htm
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Figure 3: These charts present qoq change in quarterly house prices (FHFA qtly all-transactions nonseasonally adjusted US house price index data) from q1 1975 to q3 2017. (a) Time-series plot of the data.
(b) The local wavelet power spectrum for this time series. On the horizontal axis, we have the time
dimension. The vertical axis gives us the periods. The power is given by the colour. The colour code for
power ranges from blue (low power) to red (high power), thus regions with warm colours represent areas
of high power. The white lines show the maxima of the undulations of the wavelet power spectrum,
therefore gives an estimate of cycle period where a cycle exists. The parabola marks the cone of influence
outside of which edge effects may distort results32.

Examining Figure 3b we observe a white line at 9 year and at 14 year periodicity
across most of the sample period implying cycles in house price inflation with
these respective periodicities. These appear weaker up to the mid 1990s, but
associated with regions of high power - as indicated by ‘hot’ colours - from
around 1995 and especially after 2000 indicating increased cycle amplitude (The
magnitude of the wavelet power is given by the colour, which ranges from blue
(low power) to red (high power)). Although outside of the cone of influence
there is also some indication that the lower frequency 14-year cycle only
develops from the mid 1980s.

Figure 4: These charts present MoM change in quarterly US house prices from January 1954 to August 2017
based on historical real house price data collected and made available by Robert Shiller (2017). (a) Timeseries plot of the data. (b) The local wavelet power spectrum for this time series. On the horizontal axis, we
have the time dimension. The vertical axis gives us the periods. The power is given by the colour. The colour
code for power ranges from blue (low power) to red (high power), thus regions with warm colours
represent areas of high power. The white lines show the maxima of the undulations of the wavelet power
spectrum, therefore gives an estimate of cycle period where a cycle exists. The parabola marks the cone of
influence outside of which edge effects may distort results.

The analysis in (Figure 3) is based on the FHFA qtly all-transactions nonseasonally adjusted US house price index for consistency with the sub-national
data I will employ to study regional price dynamics. As a cross-check and to
provide further historical context, I also obtain the wavelet power spectrum for
historical monthly real US house price index data from January 1953 to
September 2017 compiled and made available by Robert Shiller (Shiller
32 The CWT has edge artefacts because the wavelet is not completely localized in time. It is therefore useful
to introduce a Cone of Influence (COI) in which edge effects should not be ignored.
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2017:Online Data) as presented in Shiller (2000) and updated monthly. This
analysis is presented in Figure 4, and shows the series exhibits an extremely
similar power spectrum to the FHFA data over the overlapping historical period
between these two different price indexes, 1975 to 2017 (compare to Figure 3);
but further indicates the absence of cyclical component to house price volatility
during the early historic period covered by Shiller’s data between the start of the
price series in 1953 up to 197033, when the 9-year cycle appears; and also
confirms that the lower frequency 14-year cycle only develops from the mid
1980s and amplifies from 1990. The “bubble period” thus seems to be identified
by the power spectrum but as or more striking is the strong indicating of some
structural break in house price formation around 1970, since when national
price series have exhibited non-trivial rhythmic dynamics, and again in the late
1980s when an important lower frequency movement develops.
5.1.2 Regional house price data
Given the widely noted ‘localness’ of housing markets and widely noted regional
variation in house prices , and regional heterogeneity in house price movements
that was believed and argued to exist right up to the housing market crash at the
centre of the 2007-8 financial crisis , interesting and important questions arise
regarding what regions of the US participated in the fluctuations showing up in
my spectral analysis of national price series, and how the house price dynamics
vary geographically. In order to address this I study house prices at both the MSA
- this is one of the more spatially ‘granular’ levels at which house price data is
readily available – and state levels. I obtain FHFA quarterly all-transactions nonseasonally adjusted house price indexes for 20 major metropolitan areas and for
all US states and study their wavelet power spectra (results for MSAs are
presented in Figure 5 and see Figure 6 and Figure 17 for the power spectra of
state level indices).
HPI for 20 major US metropolitain areas - Wavelet power spectra

33 Note that this time series is in fact “US Home Prices 1890-Present”. However this series is constructed

with varying sampling-frequencies - monthly back to 1953, and variously quarterly and annual prior to this
– posing a challenge for time-frequency analysis of the entire sample period. As a further project it would be
interesting to obtain the wavelet power spectrum for the entire 1890-2017 historic period based either on
either (a) pre-processing of the data to produce an annual time series or (b) wavelet transform methods
robust to irregular sampling rates.
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Figure 5: These charts present the local wavelet power spectrum of QoQ changes in quarterly house price
series for 20 major US metropolitan areas (FHFA qtly all-transactions index) from the mid 1970s to q3
2017. The parabola marks the cone of influence outside of which edge effects may distort results. For an
explanation of how to read the wavelet power charts see Figure 3 above.

I find evidence of some regional variation: among the 20 MSAs studied (see
Figure 5) a small number do not exhibit any notable cycles at all (Dallas,
Charlotte, Minneapolis) thus make no contribution to the observed national
cycle; some areas exhibit a similar spectral structure to that of the national index
(Phoenix, Miami, Vegas, Tampa) in that they only show strong evidence of a cycle
after 1995 and especially since 2000; but it is particularly strikingly that a
majority of these major MSAs exhibit clear evidence of permanent cycles over
the entire sample period (e.g. notably San-Francisco, LA, Chicago, Seattle, SanDiego, Portland, Detroit, and Cleveland exhibit clear permanent cycles in the 814 year periodicity range, while other areas like New York and Boston exhibit
spectral ridges at slightly lower frequencies). As before (see section 5.1.1) these
cycles are indicated by the spectrally narrow bands of high coherence (hot
colours) and by the white lines (indicating the peak of these spectral ridges
providing a more precise estimate of cycle periodicity) across the entire sample
period.
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Figure 6: This chart presents the wavelet power spectra for some state level house price series exhibiting
clear permanent cycles in the 9-14 year periodicity band. For an explanation of how to read the wavelet
power charts see Figure 3 above. For the power spectra of all 51 states see Appendix section 8.3. In both
cases the charts are labelled with standard two letter abbreviations for state identifiers (see Appendix
section 8.6 for a list).

A very similar story emerges from my analysis of state level price series, with a
handful showing no significant evidence of cycles; some showing the onset of a
state level cycle around the time the national cycle develops; but the majority of
US states exhibit evidence of permanent house price cycles over the entire
historic sample period (1975-2017). Figure 6 presents the power spectrum for a
selection of these cyclical state markets and the reader is invited to inspect
Appendix section 0 where (in the interests of space) the wavelet power spectra
for all 51 states are presented.34
In order to assess the geographical prevalence, magnitude, and duration of
cyclical episodes in systematic and quantitative way, I obtain the maxima for
statistically significant wavelet power over the 8-15 year periodicity band for
each state level price series (the peak of spectral ridge robust to some drift in
dominant frequency within this band).

34 Note it may be helpful both from the perspective of (1) Objectivity and (2) Conciseness to classify

individual markets as ‘cyclical’ or not (and over what historic period) based on an amplitude and duration
threshold along the lines of e.g. (Sinai 2012) and others.
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Figure 7: This figure looks at the geographical prevalence, amplitude, and duration of state level cyclical
episodes for the available sample period (1975-2017q3). I obtain the maxima of statistically significant
spectral peaks in the wavelet power spectrum of each state level price series. The magnitude of this peak is
captured by the colour spectrum (low->high is cold->hot respectively while white areas indicate no
statistically significant peak identified). Strikingly a significant proportion of states exhibit cycles over the
entire sample period; we see that cyclicality was more geographically widespread in the 1980s even than
during the national housing crisis; meanwhile there seems to be clear evidence of an increase in amplitude
over the 1990s and 2000s among the more cyclical states.

The results of this analysis are presented in Figure 7. Strikingly a significant
proportion of states exhibit cycles over the entire sample period; we see that
cyclicality was more geographically widespread in the 1980s even than during
the national housing crisis; meanwhile there seems to be clear evidence of an
increase in amplitude over the 1990s and 2000s among the more cyclical states.

5.2 Phase-relations among regional housing markets
The evidence of increased amplitude of regional cycles in some states over the
1990s and 2000s may help to explain the national boom-bust episode of the
2000s. However the evidence of permanent cycles in a number of states, as well
as evidence of more geographically widespread cyclicality in the 1980s (see
Figure 7) seems to raise the question why these instabilities are not more visible
in national price series over the whole sample period.
Visually the power spectra of state price series suggest considerable similarity
between these markets. This is confirmed by a mean coherence analysis
(presented in appendix section 8.4) in which I obtain the scale band averaged
wavelet coherence over time for all feasible state pairs and average these
pairwise statistics across all pairs at each time-step. This analysis indicates that
the mean all-to-all average coherence between state price series over the 8-15
year periodicity band, has been consistently high).
However, while many regional markets may exhibit rhythmic behaviour at
similar frequencies (i.e. exhibit similar price cycles), we need to look at the phaserelations between these cycles in order to understand how synchronous or
asynchronous they are since as illustrated by Figure 1 and detailed in section
2.1.4, two cycles with the same frequency may have different phase. Indeed
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depending on the phase-difference (Eq. 8) they may be in-phase or out-of-phase
(thus positively or negatively correlated). Given the evidence presented of
cyclicality in regional markets, national stability vs. cyclical episodes may
therefore depend crucially on the phase-relation between these sub-national
cycles.
In order to resolve the relationship between the spectra of regional and national
price series, I study the phase-relations between price movements in different
states over relevant frequency bands over time. Concretely I study state level
house price series as an undirected network. This allows me to analyse US house
prices at a national level explicitly in terms of the collective dynamics of
(potentially) linked but also local (thus potentially relatively autonomous)
regional housing markets.
5.2.1 Network projections of regional housing markets
I initially define an un-weighted graph in which I associate each of 51 state level
price series35 to a node ! (! = 1, … , !) for ! = 51 nodes, which I relate by an
adjacency matrix ! = {!!" } (!!" = !!" ) describing ! edges. I consider both (a) An
all-to-all coupling (fully connected graph) and (b) A geographical adjacency
based network topology (i.e. if two states have a border !!" = 1 otherwise
!!" = 0). The “true” topology of the regional housing market network is of course
unknown, and I consider these two different patterns of connectivity in order to
(1) Be able to empirically describe and quantify the ‘population’ or national level
that is most relevant from a macro-financial perspective (the all-to-all network)
and (2) To ascertain whether geography matters (by comparing results for fullyconnected vs. spatial adjacency based analyses).
5.2.2 Phase-coherence at a national and local level
In order to clarify the intuition behind the use of a phase-coherence based order
parameter as a summary statistic for quantifying the amplitude of a “group cycle”
or national price cycle in terms of the collective dynamics of a ‘population’ of
sub-national markets, I plot both the individual phase !!! (!) for all states
! = 1, … ,51 on the unit circle, as well as the complex order parameter ! !
(Eq.12). This is presented in Figure 8, which shows for comparison, two ‘stills’
from this analysis (which can be run as an animation over time).
In these charts the dots map the instantaneous phase of individual states to the
unit circle (these are the individual vectors ! !!!! (!) ), and ! ! is plotted as the
red vector (which captures the average state). It is clear that at the time of the
1990q3 ‘snapshot’, the phase of state level cycles were well dispersed around the
cycle (i.e. phase-coherence was low); whilst at the time of the 2017q3 ‘snapshot’,
phase-points are very bunched (i.e. synchronisation is high). Note that this is

35 All 50 US states + the Washington DC area.
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well captured by the length of the vector ! ! , that is the phase-coherence
parameter ! ! = ! ! (0 < ! < 1) (see Eq.12).
(a) Phase-distribution – 1990q3

(b) Phase-distribution – 2017q3

Figure 8: In this figure, the state of the house price cycle for each state ! for all states ! = 1, … ,51 at time ! as
captured by the phase !!! (!) (here the mean phase over 8-15 year periodicity band) is mapped into phasespace (to the unit circle) by plotting ! !!!! (!) (where ! is the imaginary number) - these are thus the dots on
the circle allowing us to visualise the level of synchrony between US states (how dispersed or clustered are
the dots). This is also quantified by the complex order parameter ! ! (Eq.12), plotted as a red vector, and
by its magnitude (the phase-coherence value !(!) which is defined between 0 and 1). Figure (a) presents this
plot for ! = 1900!3 and (b) for ! = 2017!3 in order to provide a comparison.

In order to study how synchrony has evolved during the available historical
sample period, we may thus simply plot ! ! against time. However since ! !
quantifies the all-to-all relationship between different states, I am unable to use
this statistic to address the question of whether geography matters in the phaserelations between different states. I thus calculate instead the modified complex
order parameter !!"# (!) (0 < !!"# < 1) based on pairwise phase-differences (Eq.
13), which respects the specified topology of a network allowing me to compare
the global phase-coherence for both a fully connected network (all-to-all as for
!(!)) and for spatially adjacent states only, as well as being more sensitive to
intermediate levels of synchrony in which clusters form (Schroder et al. 2017).
This analysis is presented in Figure 9. We see that the all-to-all network statistic
(plotted in orange) clearly indicates a marked de-synchronisation between the
mid 1980s and early 1990s, followed by a rapid increase in synchronisation
leading to phase-coherence above 1970s and 80s levels after 1995, this rapid
synchronisation decelerates around the year 2000, since when phase-coherence
has stabilised at a high-level (but continued to rise, and was at about 0.9 as of
2017q3). Comparing this to the spatial-adjacency based analysis (plotted as the
blue line) there is clear evidence that geography matters, with phase-coherence
between neighbouring states always higher, and historically much higher, than
all-to-all phase-coherence. Equally striking however is the dramatic convergence
between these two statistics, reflecting the high level of ‘global’ (or national)
synchronisation across the US over this historic period.
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Figure 9: This chart presents the order parameter !!"# (!) (Eq. 13) obtained based on fully
connected (the orange line) and spatial-adjacency (the blue line) network structures. We see
that these have been significantly different historically (i.e. geographical distance matters) but
have converged dramatically since 1990.

5.2.3 The spatial structure of phase
Since geographically adjacent states appear always to have been highly
synchronous, the difference historically between all-to-all and adjacent meanphases suggests some form of spatial “wave” or pattern (neighbouring states
have small phase differences but far away states have large phase-differences).
This is confirmed and the specific geographical structure clarified by making a
spatial plot of the phase-angles of individual state price series (based on the
wavelets phase-angle (Eq. 4) averaged over the 8-15 year periodicity range at
each time step). A dynamic heat map for the US of these phase-angles reveals a
“spatial wave” running from coastal states to central states such that at any given
time cycles in different regions of the US were at different stages back in the
1970s and 1980s (This is illustrated by Figure 10a which plots the phase of
individual state price series as at 1984q4 showing a clear spatial pattern). Note
that even in 1990 when phase coherence analysis suggests national
synchronisation was at its lowest (see Figure 8a showing the wide dispersion of
phase angles at this time, and Figure 9) a spatial pattern is clearly visible36. This
implies that the low global phase-coherence at this time conceals or misses what
is nevertheless a highly coherent state37. However as state phase-cycles have
synchronised since 1995 this pattern has become less pronounced (though
remained visible) and cycles tend to be at much more similar stages across the
entire US at any given time (consistent with a national cycle). This can be seen in
Figure 10b which presents the same plot but as at q3 2017 (the most recent data at
time of writing). The more homogenous phase angles are clearly visible. This
36 See Figure 19, which presents a geographical plot of phases at the same dates as the unit-circle plots in
Figure 8 providing an alternative view on the same data.
37 The regional synchronisation of clusters of states could perhaps be identified/tested/quantified with a
cluster analysis of phase information (see e.g. (Sinai 2012)).
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national synchronisation appears to have occurred via an acceleration of the
spatial wave (thus the spatial structure/topology of the relationships between
cycles – i.e. spatiotemporal ordering - is preserved even as phases clump).
(a) US states – phase state 1984

(b) US states – phase state 2017

Figure 10: These charts plot the phase position (between −! and !) for all US state house price cycles
based on the instantaneous phase averaged over the 8-15 year periodicity band. The left hand chart is for
q4 1984, and the right hand chart is for q3 2017. This analysis suggests a “spatial-wave” in house prices
running from costal states to central states (visible in the clear spatial pattern in 1984) that has become less
pronounced over time as state level cycles have become more synchronised (visible in the much more
homogenous phase states in 2017).

This spatial wave resembles the idea of a ‘ripple effect’ widely discussed and
studied in the real estate literature (from Meen (1999) to Tsai (2014)), but may
be more consistent with the (spatial) coupling of relatively autonomous cyclical
local house price dynamics (an idea unconsidered or explored in the economics
literature but well developed in other literatures (Rosenblum et al. 2001;
Strogatz 2001)). This interpretation is supported both by the univariate evidence
of permanent cycles at state level (rather than unpredictable volatility consistent
with exogenous shocks); as well as by the apparent stability of spatiotemporal
ordering (since the possibility of predicting not only the timing but also the
geographical location of a shock seems inconsistent with the notion of an
exogenous shock).

5.3 The relationship between house prices and defaults
In order to understand and quantify the frequency specific correlation and the
phase-relationship between price and default cycles, I look at the mean wavelet
coherence, and I look simultaneously at the phase-coherence and mean-phase of
price and defaults cycles. Figure 11 presents the frequency specific correlation
analysis. First I obtain the mean wavelet coherence (Eq.10) (as for the simple
time domain cross-correlation defined on the interval [0 1] where one is perfect
correlation) between price and default series over the 8-15 year periodicity band
for each state, then I average this across states.
We see that on average coherence between prices and defaults has always been
high (above 0.7) at a state level over the historic sample period, but increased
since 1990 (up to 0.9 and above since 2000). This high coherence is consistent
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with strongly shared cycles at a state level (we need to look at phase-relations in
order to know whether this correlation is negative or positive).

Figure 11: This presents the mean state level frequency specific correlation between
prices and defaults over time. First I obtain the mean wavelet coherence (defined on the
interval [0 1] as for simple time domain correlation) between price and default series over
the 8-15 year periodicity band for each state, then I average this across states.

Figure 12 and Figure 14 present phase-coherence and mean phase analysis.
Figure 12 presents the evolution of the order parameter !!"# (!) (see Eq.13), and
mean-phase, !, over time. These statistics are obtained, as before, for the 8-15
year periodicity band associated with price and defaults cyclicality.

Figure 12: This chart presents the development of the mean-phase, !, and phase
coherence, ! (see Eq.12), for both state level house price (blue) and defaults (red) cycles
over the 8-15 year periodicity band. We see a de-synchronisation of state level cycles over
the 1980s followed by the rapid onset of synchronisation starting in the early 1990s. State
level cycles have been highly synchronised since around the year 2000. Looking at the
mean-phase of these collective cycles, we see a clear shift in this relationship: defaults and
prices are initially in phase with defaults leading prices; but they move out of phase during
the low phase-coherence period of the late 1980s and early 1990s. However defaults
maintain a phase lead over prices.

The phase-coherence statistics (Figure 12 (a)) indicate a de-synchronisation of
state level cycles over the 1980s followed by the rapid onset of synchronisation
starting in the early 1990s. This is more pronounced for house prices. State level
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cycles have been highly synchronised since around the year 2000. Comparing the
mean-phase of price and defaults cycles allows us to establish the phaserelations between these respective collective cycles (Figure 12 (b)). We see a
clear shift occurred in this relationship: defaults and prices are initially in phase
with defaults leading prices; but they move out of phase during the low phasecoherence period of the late 1980s and early 1990s, with mean-phase of house
price cycles apparently leading that of defaults.
Since relative mean-phase angles may not be meaningful or sensitive measure of
relations in the context of low phase-synch across state level markets, I further
study the instantaneous phase-differences between prices and defaults for each
state. Figure 13 summarises this analysis by looking at proportion of states in
each of the four possible qualitative phase-relations between prices and defaults
based on phase lead vs. lag and in-phase vs. anti-phase dynamics.

Figure 13: This figure presents a summary of the proportion of US states in which house
price cycles and default cycles have different qualitative phase-relations: leading vs.
lagging, and in-phase vs. anti-phase. It shows that there is a strongly anti-phase
relationship (thick black and thick red lines) and that the price cycle leads defaults in the
majority of states (the thick black line indicates negative relationship between prices
and defaults, but that prices peak before defaults trough). However defaults have lead in
a steadily increasing and significant number of states over the sample period.

The tendency for prices to lead defaults is confirmed over the entire sample
period, although this increased between 1990 and 19996, since when it has
declined steadily, with a steady increase in the number of states where defaults
have developed a phase lead over prices. The phase-coherence between price
and defaults cycles is relatively stable as can be seen from Figure 20 (Appendix
section 8.6) which plots all 51 pairwise phase-differences.
In order to provide a visually intuitive representation of the information
captured by these order parameters, in Figure 14 plots both the individual phase
of price, !!"#$%! (!), and default, !!"#$%&'(! (!), series for all states ! = 1, … ,51 as
dots on the unit circle (their phase-space), and the complex order parameter
! ! (Eq.12) as obtained separately for price series and defaults series as a
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vector with magnitude ! (phase coherence) and angle ! (mean-phase). This is
done as at 1990, 2000, and 2017 in order to provide three illustrative ‘stills’ of
the dynamic process summarised in Figure 12. Both the increase in phasecoherence of state level price and defaults cycles, and their increasingly antiphase relationship is clearly illustrated.

Figure 14: These charts illustrate the phase relations, over the 8-15 year periodicity band, between state
level house price cycles (blue) and mortgage defaults (red) as at (a) 1990, (b) 2000 and (c) 2017q3 (the
latest available at time of analysis). The cross-regional phase-synchronisation both of prices and of defaults,
as well as an increasingly out-of-phase relationship between these collective price and default cycles is
clearly visible in these snapshots (see Figure 8 for an explanation of how to interpret these charts).

6 Conclusions
I use wavelets analysis to study the evolution of the spectral structure of national,
and state level house prices for the US, and quantify the phase-synchrony
between state level markets for house prices and mortgage defaults in order to
quantify the collective cycles in these variables and the phase-relationship
between them. Studying housing at the national level in terms of a population of
sub-national markets leads to at least two significant insights for our
understanding of house price dynamics and of the historically unprecedented
run-up and downturn in the US housing market during the 2000s: (1) Regional
instability is not new and many sub-national housing markets exhibit permanent
cycles. These cycles are much clearer and long-standing than at the national
level; (2) The synchronisation of these existing regional cycles since 1995 seems
to have played an significant role in the national US house price boom and bust
of the 2000s and a national mortgage defaults cycle. Additionally I also find
evidence both of a strongly anti-phase relationship between prices and defaults,
as well as a predominant phase-lead of prices over defaults.
These insights into the national housing market episode associated with the
Great Moderation, financial crisis and Great Recession periods, strongly indicate
that this episode cannot be fully or well characterised in terms of the prevalent
theoretical frames - either as (a common) exogenous shock or as a temporary
bubble (or local bubbles). My results imply that an adequate account of house
price dynamics may need to account both for the permanent cycles exhibited by
some local markets, and for the structural break (e.g. new links, stronger
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couplings between, or common driver across state markets) or dynamic process
by which these synchronised.
What is more, whatever the explanation for local cycles or their synchronisation,
a clear explanation for the national boom-bust episode of the 2000s in terms of
the onset of synchronisation between local cycles raises the possibility and
questions regarding whether this historic episode potentially represents the
intensification/onset of a permanent national cycle, implying further systematic
variation in prices and defaults with concomitant implications for financial and
economic stability.
The important question of whether we have any reason to anticipate the
diffusion of synchronisation, or whether synchronisation may rather build up
and become entrenched also arises, with significant implications for macrofinancial stability and our view of the future. Indeed, the data driven analysis
presented in this paper is largely descriptive, but the insights generated into
house price dynamics have potentially deep and wide-ranging implications for
theory, empirics and policy.
Commonly employed macroeconomic models have the feature that, in the
absence of disturbances, the economy is expected to converge to a stable path
(and this carries across to time series methods employed in empirical work).
This modelling strategy is based on the premise that market forces are
stabilising. The evidence presented here, suggests that local housing markets – a
market with important well recognised macro linkages - may be unstable
(exhibiting repeating cycles more consistent with endogenous cycle dynamics or
“periodic bubbles” than with exogenous disturbance induced volatility); and that
aggregate stability may thus historically have been achieved not thanks to
stabilising market forces in real estate, but rather due to an ‘incoherent’
relationship between often unstable local markets. Thus the coupling or
integration of these sub-national markets, in addition to the improved
idiosyncratic risk pooling, growth and other benefits it may bring, also becomes
a potential source of destabilising order – that is, synchronisation.
This alternative perspective raises many policy questions to be worked through.
If persistent housing cyclicality poses an important macro-prudential risk, the
question of what policy interventions could help to stabilise endogenous housing
cycles may need to be addressed and probably hinges on the currently
understudied instability mechanism (to my knowledge only a small handful of
papers present models of housing cycles, and there is no consensus among these
regarding the cycle mechanism, nor much by way of empirical evidence by which
to discriminate between competing hypotheses); Should/could policy attempt to
moderate regional cycles, or disrupting synchronisation? Could deeper national
housing market integration increase both the need for but also effectiveness of
policies targeting the housing market? Can micro-prudential policies be effective
against regional instability or in disrupting state-to-state synchronisation?
Another further relevant policy question may be to ask what effect interventions
designed to reduce the impact of shocks on the economy, may have in the
context of endogenous housing cycle dynamics.
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8 Appendix
8.1 Morlet wavelet: relation between scale and frequency
For the Morlet wavelet, the relation between frequencies, !, and wavelet scales,
!, is particularly simple and is given by
!
!

=

!!"
(!! ! !!!!! )

when !! ≈ 2!, the wavelet scale ! is inversely related to the frequency so that
!≈

1
!

This greatly simplifies/aids the interpretation of wavelet analysis since for all
!
equations the wavelet scale ! may be substituted for the far more intuitive !
(that is the cycle period).

8.2 Example wavelet power spectrums for first two cities
In Figure 15 and Figure 16 I present enlarged versions of the first two charts
(San-Francisco and LA) from Figure 5 as examples of cyclical markets.

Figure 15: These charts present qoq change in quarterly house prices for the San-Francisco metropolitan
area (FHFA qtly all-transactions index data) from q1 1975 to q3 2017. (a) Time-series plot of the data. (b)
The local wavelet power spectrum for this time series. The parabola marks the cone of influence outside of
which edge effects may distort results. For an explanation of how to read the wavelet power charts see
Figure 3 above.
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While this analysis only covers a selection of US cities (20 major metropolitan
areas in all), it clearly indicates that something happened in US housing markets
after the mid 1990s – the cities that show no or weak evidence of a cycle before
1995 but clear evidence since; however it also clearly shows that many regional
markets far from experiencing an unprecedented run up and collapse in house
prices over the 2000s ‘bubble period’, rather exhibit long-standing permanent
cycles.

Figure 16: These charts present qoq change in quarterly house prices for the Los Angeles metropolitan
area (FHFA qtly all-transactions index data) from q1 1975 to q3 2017. (a) Time-series plot of the data. (b)
The local wavelet power spectrum for this time series. The parabola marks the cone of influence outside of
which edge effects may distort results. For an explanation of how to read the wavelet power charts see
Figure 3 above.
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8.3 Wavelet power spectrums for all 51 US states
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Figure 17: This figure sets out the wavelet power spectra for all 50 US states and Washington DC in
alphabetical order. For an explanation of how to read the wavelet power charts see Figure 3 above.

8.4 Mean coherence analysis
As might be expected from visual inspection of the wavelet power spectra for
state level price series (Figure 6 and Section 0) coherence is high between prices
over the 10-14 year periodicity band within which most cities exhibit price
cycles. Mean coherence ranges between c.0.7 and c.0.95 over the whole sample
period, and has increased steadily since the early 1990s – most rapidly between
1995 and 2005, and reaching an all time high over recent years.

Figure 18: This chart presents the historical evolution of the mean pairwise wavelet
coherence over 10-14 year periodicity bands across 51 US states. Coherence is defined
between 0 and 1.
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8.5 Geography of phase
(a) US states – phase state 1990

(b) US states – phase state 2017

Figure 19: These charts plot the phase position (between −! and !) for all US state house price cycles
based on the instantaneous phase averaged over the 8-15 year periodicity band. The left hand chart is for
1990q3, and the right hand chart is for 2017q3. This analysis suggests a “spatial-wave” in house prices
running from costal states to central states (visible when global phase-coherence was at a historic low in
1990, but less pronounced/visible over time as this spatial wave has accelerate to the point where state
level cycles have become more synchronised across the US (visible in the much more homogenous phases
as at 2017).

8.6 State level HPI vs. Defaults phase-differences

Figure 20: This figure plots the pairwise phase-differences between state level HPI and mortgage
defaults series for 51 US states. Horizontal lines indicate phase-locked behaviour and a strong
dependency between these variables. Vertical lines indicate transitions between leading and lagging
behaviour (see Figure 13) – which may not require a large phase shift for nearly perfectly anti-phase
cycles. It is easy to see that prices lead in most states, often quite strongly.

8.7 US state identifiers
Two letter state postal codes:
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See Wikipedia or other.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_U.S._state_abbreviations
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